NLFR is committed to providing quality emergency services through the efforts of dedicated personnel.

Message from the Fire Chief
Those who know me know I am kind of a
numbers/statics kind of guy, so I want to start
with something I learned years ago but is still
interesting.

Our agency has come a long way over the last
21 years. Changes in training, apparatus, PPE,
record keeping, administration, personnel and
really the overall fire service, etc. etc. etc.

A fun fact for the day and something to think
about in your spare time.

You can’t really count them all, but our Core
Values remain the same. As our Mission
Statement defines, we are all here, doing what
we do with those goals in mind. We are actually
creating a tradition of performing our mission at
the highest level.

It is a comparison between 1-thousand,1-million
and 1-billion.





1-thousand seconds equals about 16 minutes
1-million seconds equals about 11.5 days
1-billion seconds equals almost 32 years.

Doug Kerr

So, figure out how many seconds we’ve been North Lincoln
Fire & Rescue, since March 19, 1997.
I recall shortly after our merger, those of us who are still
around worked on naming the new District and establishing
“Core Values”. As you know, our “Core Values & Definitions” hang on the wall at most of our stations. Words and
definitions, we put together over 21 years ago still hold true.
Probably my favorites are:
 Integrity
 Loyalty
 Teamwork
 Commitment to Excellence

This would not be possible without the continued
dedication and commitment of ALL of you.

As we move toward 2019 with our new recruit class, our
existing paid crews, our station remodels & seismic upgrades
and new apparatus, I ask that we continue to work together
as a team and continue to raise that bar. Focus on the huge
strides we’ve made and not a few bumps in the road.
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ALL EACH OF YOU DO!
1162 / Chief Kerr

NLFR CORE VALUES
Integrity—We value honesty, leadership, and actions that stress
NLF&R’s goals and principles in creating and maintaining a
responsible and effective Fire District.
Loyalty—We value individual and mutual allegiance by which we
serve and to those we serve through steadfast support; physically,
morally and ethically.

Service to Community—We value the opportunity to serve and
protect those who reside in and visit our community.
Commitment to Excellence—We value providing highly trained
personnel and the best available equipment to accomplish our mission.

Safety to Community and Ourselves—We value our objective of
Teamwork—We value and stress the importance of working
providing proactive safety education and awareness in the effort to
together toward the goal of providing the highest level of emergency
prevent avoidable fires, loss of life and property, and to act quickly
services.
and effectively within our jurisdiction when requested.
Dedication—We value commitment to service and dedication to
duty that assures response to the needs of the community and to
the organization itself.

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK—OCTOBER 7—13, 2018
This year’s FPW (Fire Prevention Week) campaign, “Look. Listen. Learn. Be aware.
Fire can happen anywhere,” works to educate people about basic but essential steps
to take to reduce the likelihood of having a fire.
School visits are around the corner.
Contact Jim Kusz if you are able to assist with Fire Prevention Week.

Jamie Mason
Division Chief—Training

Training Division
Monday Night Training Schedule—Oct.
10/01—Vehicle Fam. Drill
10/08—Association Meeting
10/15—Pump Ops Drill
10/22—Aerial Ops Drill
10/29—Confined Space Drill

SUBJECT
TO
CHANGE

On Line Training Available
Recommended OCTOBER Viewing
by Captain Clark
www.videos.fireengineering.com
“Advancing a Hose Line
Up Interior Stairs”
(hint—enter video name in the search box
to easily locate the video.)

NLF&R 2018/2019 Firefighter I Academy Course Schedule
Date

Time

Location

Class Title

Comments

10/02

1830-2130

Newport

Orientation/Safety

Issued Student Handbook SOG Book & Apparel

10/04

1830-2130

Go to Meeting

PPE/SCBA

Issued PPE

10/09

1830-2130

Newport

Fire Behavior

10/11

1830-2130

Go to Meeting

Communications

Review of SOG 16 Required Prior to Class

10/16

1830-2130

North Lincoln

CPR/AED/First Aid

Bloodborne Pathogens Online Completed

10/18

1830-2130

North Lincoln

Bldg. Const./Sprinklers

10/23

1830-2130

Go to Meeting

Hose

10/25

1830-2130

North Lincoln

Hose

10/30

1830-2130

Go to Meeting

Water Supply

Get Ready – GOT READY!
NW Natural, North Lincoln Fire & Rescue and the American Red Cross, with dozens
of other organizations participated in the 2018 “Get Ready” event at the St. Clair
Station, and was one of most exciting, best attended and informational events held
throughout the state, surpassing attendee numbers even in Salem!
Informational booths provided the public with the latest information on the Cascadia
Subduction Zone, Oregon Department of Forestry addressed the trend in fire in the
Pacific Northwest, Lincoln County CERT teams were on hand recruiting and we
“aired” live on Yaquina Bay radio stations. We even had Tsunami Rescue Pods that
turned heads.
Our Get Ready event partners included Lincoln County Sheriff’s Emergency
Management Office, Monica Valencia of Pacific West Ambulance, Lincoln City
Police was here with their impaired driving course and giving away bicycle helmets,
and ServPro set-up a “bouncy house”; all demonstrating the latest in prevention,
disaster preparedness and safety!
Thanks to all that help make this event such a big success!
Lincoln county really “Got Ready” this year.

From the Desk of
Jim Kusz
PIO / PEO

NLFR Members Page
CONGRATULATIONS!
Years of Service—October
October Birthdays
10/20—David Bickerdyke

Wally Brown—41 Years!
(began with Devils Lake Fire)

10/21—Ryan Schlecht

Nathan Tuttle—11 Years

Upcoming Association Activities
October
Halloween Party (?)
November
Toy Drive Begins
December
Delivery of Toys
& Food
Christmas Party

Christina Ryan—4 Years

For more information,
attend the
Association Meetings!
The next Association
Meeting will be held on
October 8th

MDA Fill-the-Boot
Held on Saturday
September 1, 2018

FROM THE DESK OF THE FIRE MARSHAL
Many movies over the years have depicted fires as a significant part of the
storyline: Gone with the Wind, Dumbo, Bambi, Hellfighters, Towering
Inferno, Always. There are many more.
One of my favorite scenes from any movie about fires and firefighting was in
“Backdraft”. Like most movies that try give viewers a sense of the power of
real fires, Ron Howard’s 1991 pic has a number of technical errors about
the behavior of fire, but it does a pretty good job of capturing the enthusiasm
and dedication of firefighters to their craft and their comradery with each
other.
The movie’s heroes are siblings. Kurt Russell is Chicago Fire
Lieutenant Stephen McCaffrey and William Baldwin is his
brother, Brian McCaffrey, a probationary firefighter (Probie)
assigned to his older brother’s Engine Company. There’s a
lot of action in the movie, and as is too often the case in firefighting movies (and real life), the story ends with the death
of firefighters.
My favorite scene has the two brothers’ Engine Company roll
up on a building on fire and they go to work. Unfortunately,
there’s a car, a BMW, parked directly in front of their fire
hydrant. There’s a short exchange of looks between the
hydrant man and the Lt, and very quickly the windows are
broken out and the hose is stretched through the car and
connected to the hydrant. Repeating that in real life was on my
bucket list of firefighting, but I never had the chance. Probably
never will.
How does this have anything to do with NLFR? In early October, NLFR will be meeting with Lincoln City to put together a
plan to cooperatively maintain fire hydrants in our jurisdiction.
We hope to address several issues that will help to improve
future ISO evaluations of NLFR.



Many hydrants in the city are routinely painted during the
summer, but the paint is sometimes applied so generously
that the hydrant may be inoperable.



Our staff will receive training on how to test and service
the different types of hydrants used by the city.



Create a plan on how to mark hydrants that are
discovered to be out of service, and how to communicate
that condition between the city and district.



Create a communication plan on hydrants that are
obstructed from use.

How can you help? When you see an obstructed hydrant—A
hydrant must have 3 feet of clear area around the hydrant, and
the center of the discharge ports is supposed to be 18 inches
above final grade – take a picture of the problem. Send that
picture to me, along with its location information. We’ll do the
follow-up to get it corrected.
And before it gets forgotten, thanks for answering all those
calls this summer enforcing the Burn Ban. NLFR didn’t have
any wildland fires this year after the ban started. Good work!

Ed Ulrich
Fire Marshal

Last month marked my 6th anniversary with
DISTRICT CLERK North Lincoln Fire & Rescue. I had my job
interview 2 days after I moved here, and I
remember that as I walked out of the Board
Room at Station 1600 afterwards, I was
thinking how sad I would feel if I didn’t get
the job. That almost seems a lifetime ago!
We have seen a lot of changes in those 6
years, and some of those have personally
affected me more than others.
KrieAnn Kudar

For instance, moving from a clunky, one-woman band system
of alarm reporting, to a CAD-integrated program wherein the
people actually responding to the incidents report their actions,
was huge. I was very impressed with our volunteers to begin
with, taking time away from jobs and family to help out their
community and their willingness to do what it takes, but this?
I am so proud of each and every one of you for getting on
MAINTENANCE DIVISION
NEWS
Dave McKee, Division Chief
David Clark, Maintenance Tech.
During the week on September 17,18 & 19, Maintenance with
the able assistance of Captain Al Longworth and Firefighter
Paramedic Greg Keyte completed the testing of the NLFR
fleet: two quick attacks, two ladder trucks, two tenders and
six engines.

board with this and I appreciate all your efforts and feedback.
This goes for the paid crew as well. You’ve all taught ME a lot,
and I love that we are a team.
One of the biggest changes I’m excited about is the upcoming
administrative office integration at Station 1400; being under
the same roof will enable us to more efficiently and effectively
take care of the business side of things. With our call volume
ever increasing, our department is bustling and I love the high
energy and sense of camaraderie displayed by our fire family.
I’ve enjoyed having the chance to learn a little more about
each of you and your lives over the years.
So, 6 years later, can I say that I’m glad I took that leap of faith
and left a large career fire department for a small town on the
Oregon coast with no guarantee of a job when I got here? The
answer is yes!! Thank you all for the past 6 years and I’m looking forward to the next 6!

When the testing is completed, a comprehensive report is
compiled, with pump performance, electrical system evaluation
and photos are put into a hard-copy format for the NLFR files.
By the way, this is an opportune time to mention this is one of
the best times when a volunteer firefighter can get extended
hands-on pumping experience which will also provide them
with a first-hand knowledge of the other points of attention that
often occur during a fire fight and the dependency upon the
motor and pump performance.

So, on behalf of DC McKee and myself, a special thank you
this season goes to the following volunteers for their
This is a test of the pump performance of each truck’s pumping assistance in getting this annual performance test completed:
capability as well as a loading of the electrical circuitry to
Volunteer Firefighter/Paramedic Greg Keyte
assure each truck will meet it’s work specifications, which
Volunteer Fire Captain Al Longworth
include a timed schedule of performing four defined pump
Volunteer Captain Dave Moorman
pressures and gallons per minute based on pump size.
For the electrical testing part, certain systems are turned on to Greg was instrumental in assisting with the transfer of many
place a draw on the battery and alternator components during trucks the first day, and the duty crew with bringing out their
truck and running calls in another rig while their particular truck
the actual pumping of water.
was put into the rotation. Without the assistance of these
The process takes about 60 minutes per truck to perform the
volunteers, the task would have taken more than the three
actual pump test, but to set up for the test takes about 4-5
days we customarily devote to the process.
hours to secure the various test components. ODF (Oregon
Submitted by Capt. Clark
Department of Fish and Wildlife) has graciously provided one
of their unused ponds for the process, and begins filling the
pond about 3-4 days before we need to set up our testing
platform.
In addition to the particulars mentioned above, this is also a
time where certain “problems” like burnt out light bulbs are
noted and scheduled for repair as soon as possible after the
testing phase is completed.



Payroll Questions








Pay Problem
Deductions
W-4 / W-2

Stipend Payments
LOSAP Questions
Address Changes









Phone Changes
Email Changes
Size-Up Newsletter
NLFR Website
Insurance Questions
Work Injuries
Leave of Absences






Jury Duty Questions



Awards Banquet

District Email
NLFR ID Badges
Itinerary for Approved
Training Classes

NLFR ID BADGES
COMING SOON!

Lois Smith
Office Administrator
Human Resources

